Abstract. In engineering design, variable cross-section structures often get widely used because of good mechanical properties. In addition, because of the complexity of the variable cross-section structure, leading to a relative lack of statistical data, and it is difficult to determine accurately the distribution of design parameters Therefore, The reliability of the variable cross-section structure analysis must be strict theoretical derivation and a reasonable quantitative research. To determine the position of the dangerous section, in this paper, we carried out reliability analysis for the structure of non-normal variable cross-section, reliability analysis model is established, research of variable cross-section structure reliability analysis method is proposed. Through a numerical example, we got the reliability indexes and reliability of the variable cross-section structure as and change rule along the variable section axis.
Introduction
In the structural system design, ideal beam structure should be that the parts of large the bending moment and deformation adopted in the big cross section and the parts of small bending moment and deformation with small cross section. In this way, It will lead to position along the cross section has a certain variable cross-section the size change of structure. So the variable cross-section structure has good strength and stiffness characteristics. Thus it can be seen, with variable cross-section structure can save materials, reduce weight, reduce costs and improve performance. Study the reliability analysis problem of the variable cross-section structure will have application value and academic value.
As is known to all, The calculation of reliability of mechanical equipment need to know the basic probability density function of random variables or joint probability density function, but, because of the complexity of the engineering practice and the relative lack of statistical data, It is difficult to determine accurately the distribution of design parameters. When unable to determine the distribution scheme and there is enough data to determine the first four moments of design parameters (i.e., the mean, variance and covariance, third order moment, fourth order moment), we used four moments technology to identify the reliability of mechanical structure system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Because the lack of information of the probability in engineering practice, and the complexity of the reliability analysis model of variable cross-section components, reliability analysis of variable cross-section components become more difficult, This will lead to the reliability analysis of variable cross-section of the probabilistic information missing components in its infancy, so we should vigorously strengthen the research of structural reliability analysis of the variable cross-section under the condition of the probabilistic information loss. This paper studies the structure reliability analysis of the finite probability information variable cross-section. It adopts mechanical reliability analysis of fourth order moment method, and it explores the variable cross-section structure failure mechanism of the non-normal distribution parameter. In this paper, the reliability analysis method of the structure of variable cross-section is proposed under Limited probability information, and calculate the reliability information of the variable cross-section structure, The safety and reliability of the variable cross-section structure is studied, and development of the reliability analysis theory and method of variable cross-section structure under the condition of the probabilistic information loss.
The Stress Analysis of Beam with Variable Cross-Section
In engineering practice，because of variable cross-section structure is widely used that variable cross-section structure are everywhere, especially in the aerospace, machinery and equipment, civil engineering and construction, etc. This kind of light weight, low cost, high performance of the variable cross-section component is widely used.
Conider the beam with variable cross-section shown in Figure 1 carrying the uniform distributed load q，according to the theory of mechanics analysis , in A and B constraint reaction is respectively FA=FB=ql/2, the cross section shape of beam is I-shaped, at the any section z ,the bending moment, moment of inertia, bending modulus is respectively. The variable cross-section beam is symmetric structure shown in Figure 1 . Its height is expressed as along the axial section function.
where h 0 is the height of I-shaped steel beam at A or B endpoints, when making reliability analysis, we should be segmented research, z1 and z2 Bending moment (B.M) equation are respectively:
Arbitrary cross section z moment of inertia is 
where l is the length of the beam, d is the thickness of the web, b is the width of the wing, t is the thickness of the wing, z is along the axis direction coordinates of beam. Since h is piecewise function, thus we can get corresponding to z section maximum bending normal stress is respectively 
Reliability Analysis
According to the stress -strength interference theory, equation state of the stress limit state is 
l d t]
T and z is any cross section of the beam Based on the perturbation theory of reliability analysis, through theoretical derivation, the mean, variance, and the third order moment matrix and fourth order moment of state function are respectively
where C 2 (X)、C 3 (X)and C 4 (X) are respectively covariance matrix, three-order moments matrix and fourth-order moment matrix
When the basic random vector X=[r q h 0 b l d t]
T of simply supported beam with variable cross section parameters is non-normal distribution, If the approximation in the first four moments （mean vector E(X), covariance matrix C 2 (X), three moments matrix C 3 (X), four moments matrix C 4 (X)） of basic random parameter vector X is known, according to the method of fourth order moment, reliability index  FM is defined as [9] 422 g FM 2 2 2 6 2 4 10 33 9 5 18 5 9
Reliability approximate estimator is
where (·) is a standard normal distribution function. Thus we can get the beam reliability, so we can carry out the beam with variable cross-section reliability analysis and design. where R MCS is the reliability ,and it is calculated by the Monte Carlo method.
Conclusion
In order to effectively save and make full use of materials，the variable cross-section component of location and time coordinate change is widely used in practical engineering, and it makes the component with good strength and stiffness characteristics, due to non-uniform artifacts need to describe its status in the function of position and time, so it brings problems to solve a difficult, it is difficult to directly determine the position of the dangerous section. Therefore, in this paper, the reliability analysis method of the beam with variable cross-section can correctly reflect the characteristics of the inherent reliability of a simply supported beam with variable, cross-section, and provides a mathematical mechanical model for actual calculation, it can quickly and quantitatively determine the location of the dangerous section, and it is able to estimate or forecast the reliability of simply supported beam with variable cross-section under working conditions prescribed, it reveals the essence of simply supported beam with variable cross-section reliability analysis. Through example calculation, and the Monte-Carlo method is applied to contrast, effect is very good.
